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Banknotes of 1 Bolívar. Banco Central de Venezuela

Piece code Date Serie Known Specimen 

Interval

Notes Grade

bbcv1bs-aa01s 1989-10-05 X8 - Stamped on both faces "MUESTRA SIN VALOR" (sample with no value) in red (not 

perfored).

bbcv1bs-aa01s2 1989-10-05 X8 - No Specimen stamp

Specimen or proof banknotes
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Banknotes of 2 Bolívares. Banco Central de Venezuela

Piece code Date Serie Known Specimen 

Interval

Notes Grade

bbcv2bs-aa01p 1989-10-05 CH7 - Print proof. Stamped on the obverse "SPECIMEN" in red (not perfored).

bbcv2bs-aa01p2 1989-10-05 CJ7 - Print proof. Stamped "SPECIMEN" in red (not perfored).

bbcv2bs-aa01p3 1989-10-05 AW7 - Print proof. Stamped "ESPECIMEN" in red (not perfored).

bbcv2bs-aa01p4 1989-10-05 AM7 - Print proof. Stamped "SPECIMEN" in red (not perfored).. Incomplete obverse print.

bbcv2bs-aa01p5 1989-10-05 A7 - Print proof. Stamped "SPECIMEN" in red (not perfored).. Incomplete obverse print.

bbcv2bs-aa01s 1989-10-05 AA7 - Stamped on the obverse "ESPÉCIMEN" in magenta (not perfored).

bbcv2bs-aa01s2 1989-10-05 AA7 - No Specimen stamp (not perfored)

Specimen or proof banknotes
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Banknotes of 5 Bolívares. Banco Central de Venezuela

Piece code Date Serie Known Specimen 
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Notes Grade

bbcv5bs-ba02s 1969-04-29 7 - Stamped "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red (perfored).

bbcv5bs-ba02s2 1969-04-29 7 001 - 023 Stamped on both faces "SPECIMEN" with printer oval seal "SPECIMEN / NO VALUE" in 

red (perfored).

bbcv5bs-ba02s3 1969-04-29 - "SPECIMEN OF NO VALUE" pinch holes

bbcv5bs-ba04s 1970-01-27 7 010 - 022 Stamped on both faces "SPECIMEN" with printer oval seal "SPECIMEN / NO VALUE" in 

red (perfored).

bbcv5bs-ba04s2 1970-01-27 7 - Stamped "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red.

bbcv5bs-ba04s3 1970-01-27 7 - "SPECIMEN OF NO VALUE" pinch holes

bbcv5bs-ba05s 1971-06-22 M7 - "SPECIMEN OF NO VALUE" pinch holes

bbcv5bs-ba05s2 1971-06-22 M7 - Stamped on both faces "SPECIMEN" with printer oval seal "SPECIMEN / NO VALUE", 

in black (perfored).

bbcv5bs-ba05s3 1971-06-22 7 - Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in black 

(perfored)

bbcv5bs-ba06s 1972-04-11 P7 - "SPECIMEN OF NO VALUE" pinch holes

bbcv5bs-ba06s2 1972-04-11 P7 017 - 024 Stamped on both faces "SPECIMEN" with printer oval seal "SPECIMEN / NO VALUE" in 

red (perfored).

bbcv5bs-ba07s 1973-03-13 S7 017 - 025 Stamped on both faces "SPECIMEN" with printer oval seal "SPECIMEN / NO VALUE" in 

red (perfored).

bbcv5bs-ba07s2 1973-03-13 S7 - "SPECIMEN OF NO VALUE" pinch holes

bbcv5bs-ba08s 1974-01-29 U7 006 - 025 Stamped on both faces "SPECIMEN" with printer oval seal "SPECIMEN / NO VALUE" in 

red (perfored).

bbcv5bs-ba08s2 1974-01-29 U7 - "SPECIMEN OF NO VALUE" pinch holes

bbcv5bs-bb01s 1989-09-21 8 - Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red (not 

perfored).

bbcv5bs-bb01s2 1989-09-21 8 002 - 012 Stamped on both faces "SPECIMEN" with printer oval seal "SPECIMEN / NO VALUE" in 

red (perfored). Numbered Specimen

bbcv5bs-bb01s3 1989-09-21 8 - Stamped "SPECIMEN" in black

bbcv5bs-bb01s4 1989-09-21 A8 - No Specimen stamp

bbcv5bs-bb01s5 1989-09-21 E8 - No Specimen stamp

Specimen or proof banknotes
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Banknotes of 10 Bolívares. Banco Central de Venezuela
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bbcv10bs-da05s 1968-03-05 7 - "SPECIMEN OF NO VALUE" pinch holes

bbcv10bs-da05s2 1968-03-05 7 - Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red 

(perfored).

bbcv10bs-da05s3 1968-03-05 7 002 - 025 Stamped on both faces "SPECIMEN" with two printer oval seals "SPECIMEN / NO 

VALUE", in red (not perfored).

bbcv10bs-da07s 1970-01-27 7 - No Specimen stamp

bbcv10bs-da07s2 1970-01-27 7 - Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red 

(perfored).

bbcv10bs-da07s3 1970-01-27 7 - Stamped on both faces "SPECIMEN" with two printer oval seals "SPECIMEN / NO 

VALUE", in red (not perfored).

bbcv10bs-ea01s 1971-06-22 5 - Stamped on the obverse "SPECIMEN" - "SPECIMEN" - "SPECIMEN", in purple 

(perfored).

bbcv10bs-ea01s2 1971-06-22 - Stamped on the obverse "SPECIMEN" - "SPECIMEN" - "SPECIMEN", in purple 

(perfored).

bbcv10bs-ea02p 1972-04-11 - Proof

bbcv10bs-ea02p2 1972-04-11 - Obverse only print proof

bbcv10bs-ea02p3 1972-04-11 5 - Proof. Stamped on the obverse "SPECIMEN" - "SPECIMEN", in red (perfored).

bbcv10bs-ea02s 1972-04-11 5 - Stamped on both faces "MUESTRA" (sample) in red (perfored). Serial Number in red.

bbcv10bs-ea02s2 1972-04-11 5 - Stamped on the obverse "SPECIMEN" - "SPECIMEN", in red (perfored).

bbcv10bs-ea03p 1973-03-13 8 - Print proof

bbcv10bs-ea03s 1973-03-13 8 - Stamped on the obverse "SPECIMEN", in red.

bbcv10bs-ea04p 1974-01-29 A8 - Print proof

bbcv10bs-ea04s 1974-01-29 8 - Stamped on the obverse "SPECIMEN" in red (perfored).

bbcv10bs-ea05s 1976-01-27 9 - Stamped on both faces "MUESTRA" - "MUESTRA" (sample - sample), in red 

(perfored).

bbcv10bs-ea05s2 1976-01-27 J8 - Stamped on the obverse "SPECIMEN".

bbcv10bs-ea06s 1977-06-07 8 - Stamped on both faces "MUESTRA" - "MUESTRA" (sample - sample), in red 

(perfored).

Specimen or proof banknotes
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Banknotes of 10 Bolívares. Banco Central de Venezuela
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bbcv10bs-ea06s2 1977-06-07 8 - Stamped on the obverse "SPECIMEN" - "SPECIMEN", in black (perfored).

bbcv10bs-ea07s 1979-09-18 - Stamped on both faces "MUESTRA" - "MUESTRA" (sample - sample), in red 

(perfored).

bbcv10bs-ea07s2 1979-09-18 - No Specimen stamp

bbcv10bs-fa01s 1980-01-29 A7 - No Specimen stamp (perfored)

bbcv10bs-fa01s2 1980-01-29 A7 - Stamped on the obverse "MUESTRA" (sample) and on the reverse "MUESTRA" - 

"MUESTRA" (sample - sample), in red (perfored).

bbcv10bs-fa01s3 1980-01-29 - Stamped on the obverse "MUESTRA" (sample) and on the reverse "MUESTRA" - 

"MUESTRA" (sample - sample), in red (perfored).

bbcv10bs-ga01s 1981-10-06 B7 - No Specimen stamp

bbcv10bs-ga01s2 1981-10-06 B7 - Stamped on the obverse "MUESTRA" (sample) and on the reverse "MUESTRA" - 

"MUESTRA" (sample - sample), in red (not perfored).

bbcv10bs-eb01p 1986-03-18 - Uncut obverse print proof

bbcv10bs-eb01s 1986-03-18 8 - Stamped on both faces "MUESTRA" - "MUESTRA" (sample - sample), in red (not 

perfored).

bbcv10bs-eb01s2 1986-03-18 - No Specimen stamp

bbcv10bs-db01s 1988-11-03 8 - No Specimen stamp

bbcv10bs-db01s2 1988-11-03 8 - Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red (not 

perfored).

bbcv10bs-db01s3 1988-11-03 7 - Stamped on both faces "SPECIMEN" with printer oval seal "SPECIMEN / NO VALUE" in 

red (perfored).

bbcv10bs-db01s4 1988-11-03 7 - No Specimen stamp

bbcv10bs-eb02s 1990-05-31 - No Specimen stamp. Similar to bbcv10bs-eb02,e

bbcv10bs-eb02s3 1990-05-31 6 - Stamped on both faces "MUESTRA SIN VALOR" (sample with no value) in black (not 

perfored).

bbcv10bs-eb03s 1992-12-08 - No Specimen stamp. Similar to bbcv10bs-eb03,e

bbcv10bs-eb03s2 1992-12-08 - SPECIMEN (Perfored)

bbcv10bs-eb03s3 1992-12-08 7 - Stamped on both faces "MUESTRA SIN VALOR" (sample with no value) in black (not 

perfored).

bbcv10bs-eb04s 1995-06-05 P8 000374 - 000997 Stamped on both faces "MUESTRA" (sample) in red (not perfored).
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Banknotes of 20 Bolívares. Banco Central de Venezuela

Piece code Date Serie Known Specimen 

Interval

Notes Grade

bbcv20bs-da02s 1968-03-05 7 - Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red 

(perfored).

bbcv20bs-da02s2 1968-03-05 7 002 - 025 Stamped on both faces "SPECIMEN" with printer oval seal "SPECIMEN / NO VALUE" in 

red (perfored).

bbcv20bs-da02s3 1968-03-05 7 - "SPECIMEN OF NO VALUE" pinch holes

bbcv20bs-da04s 1970-01-27 - Stamped "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value).

bbcv20bs-da04s2 1970-01-27 7 001 - 100 Stamped on both faces "SPECIMEN" with printer oval seal "SPECIMEN / NO VALUE" in 

red (perfored).

bbcv20bs-ea01s 1971-06-22 5 - Stamped on the obverse "SPECIMEN" - "SPECIMEN", in red (perfored).

bbcv20bs-ea02s 1972-04-11 5 - Stamped on both faces "MUESTRA" (sample) in red (perfored).

bbcv20bs-ea02s2 1972-04-11 - Stamped on the obverse "SPECIMEN" in red (perfored).

bbcv20bs-ea02s3 1972-04-11 5 - Stamped on the obverse "SPECIMEN" in red (perfored).

bbcv20bs-da05s 1974-01-29 Y7 001 - 018 Stamped on both faces "SPECIMEN" with printer oval seal "SPECIMEN / NO VALUE" in 

red (perfored).

bbcv20bs-fa01p 1974-04-23 A7 - Print proof

bbcv20bs-fa01s 1974-04-23 7 - Stamped "SPECIMEN".

bbcv20bs-fa01s2 1974-04-23 A7 - No Specimen stamp

bbcv20bs-fa01s3 1974-04-23 A7 - Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) twice in 

red (not perfored).

bbcv20bs-fa02p 1977-06-07 - Proof with Complete obverse and incomplete reverse

bbcv20bs-fa02p2 1977-06-07 - Complete printing on both side, perfored in the center

bbcv20bs-fa02s 1977-06-07 8 - Stamped on both faces "MUESTRA" - "MUESTRA" (sample - sample), in red 

(perfored).

bbcv20bs-fa02s2 1977-06-07 7 - Stamped on the obverse "SPECIMEN" in black (perfored).

bbcv20bs-fa03p 1979-09-18 - Proof with Complete obverse and incomplete reverse

bbcv20bs-fa03p2 1979-09-18 - Print proof

bbcv20bs-fa03s 1979-09-18 8 - Stamped on both faces "MUESTRA" - "MUESTRA" (sample - sample), in red 

(perfored).

bbcv20bs-fa03s2 1979-09-18 - Stamped on the obverse "SPECIMEN" in black (perfored).

Specimen or proof banknotes
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bbcv20bs-fb01s 1981-10-06 8 - Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red (not 

perfored).

bbcv20bs-fb01s2 1981-10-06 D8 - Stamped "SPECIMEN" with printer oval seal.

bbcv20bs-fc01s 1984-09-25 8 - No Specimen stamp

bbcv20bs-fc01s2 1984-09-25 8 - Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red 

(perfored).

bbcv20bs-fd01s 1987-07-07 8 - Stamped on both faces "MUESTRA" - "MUESTRA" (sample - sample), in red (not 

perfored).

bbcv20bs-ga01p 1987-10-20 A8 - Reverse only print proof

bbcv20bs-ga01s 1987-10-20 A8 - No Specimen stamp

bbcv20bs-ga01s2 1987-10-20 A8 - Stamped on both faces "MUESTRA SIN VALOR" (sample with no value) in red (not 

perfored).

bbcv20bs-fb02s 1989-09-07 8 - Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red (not 

perfored).

bbcv20bs-fb02s2 1989-09-07 8 - Stamped on both faces "SPECIMEN" with printer oval seal "SPECIMEN / NO VALUE" in 

red (perfored).

bbcv20bs-fd02s 1990-05-31 - No Specimen stamp. Similar to bbcv20bs-fd02,e

bbcv20bs-fd02s02 1990-05-31 6 - Stamped on both faces "MUESTRA SIN VALOR" (sample with no value) in black (not 

perfored).

bbcv20bs-fe01s 1992-12-08 A8 - Stamped on the obverse "MUESTRA" (sample) in red (not perfored).

bbcv20bs-fe01s2 1992-12-08 - No Specimen stamp

bbcv20bs-fb03s 1995-06-05 8 - Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red (not 

perfored).

bbcv20bs-fb03s2 1995-06-05 8 - Stamped "SPECIMEN" with printer oval seal.

bbcv20bs-fb03s3 1995-06-05 A7 - Stamped "SPECIMEN" with printer oval seal.

bbcv20bs-fb03s4 1995-06-05 A8 - No Specimen stamp

bbcv20bs-fb04s 1998-02-10 8 - Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red (not 

perfored).

bbcv20bs-fb04s2 1998-02-10 8 - Stamped "SPECIMEN" with printer oval seal.
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Piece code Date Serie Known Specimen 
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Notes Grade

bbcv50bs-ea01s 1972-11-21 A7 - No Specimen stamp

bbcv50bs-ea01s2 1972-11-21 A7 009 - 100 Stamped on both faces "SPECIMEN" with printer oval seal "SPECIMEN / NO VALUE" in 

red (perfored).

bbcv50bs-ea01s3 1972-11-21 A7 - Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red (not 

perfored).

bbcv50bs-ea01s4 1972-11-21 B7 009 - 025 Stamped on both faces "SPECIMEN" with printer oval seal "SPECIMEN / NO VALUE" in 

red (perfored).

bbcv50bs-ea01s5 1972-11-21 A7 - "SPECIMEN OF NO VALUE" pinch holes

bbcv50bs-ea01s6 1972-11-21 B7 - "SPECIMEN OF NO VALUE" pinch holes

bbcv50bs-ea03s 1976-01-27 D7 - "SPECIMEN OF NO VALUE" pinch holes

bbcv50bs-ea03s2 1976-01-27 D7 - Stamped "SPECIMEN" in red

bbcv50bs-ea04s 1977-06-07 F7 - "SPECIMEN OF NO VALUE" pinch holes

bbcv50bs-ea04s2 1977-06-07 F7 010 - ??? Stamped on both faces "SPECIMEN" with printer oval seal "SPECIMEN / NO VALUE" in 

red (perfored).

bbcv50bs-fa01s 1981-01-27 8 - Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red (not 

perfored).

bbcv50bs-fa01s2 1981-01-27 A8 - No Specimen stamp (not perfored)

bbcv50bs-fa01s3 1981-01-27 A8 - Stamped "SPECIMEN" with printer oval seal.

bbcv50bs-fa01s4 1981-01-27 A8 - Cancelled

bbcv50bs-eb01s 1985-12-10 N7 - No Specimen stamp (not perfored)

bbcv50bs-eb01s2 1985-12-10 N7 - Stamped on both faces "MUESTRA SIN VALOR" (sample with no value) in black (not 

perfored).

bbcv50bs-eb01s3 1985-12-10 S7 - No Specimen stamp

bbcv50bs-eb02s 1988-11-03 S8 - No Specimen stamp (not perfored)

bbcv50bs-eb02s2 1988-11-03 S8 - Stamped on both faces "MUESTRA SIN VALOR" (sample with no value) in black (not 

perfored).

bbcv50bs-ec01s 1990-05-31 - No Specimen stamp. Similar to bbcv50bs-ec01,e

bbcv50bs-ec01s2 1990-05-31 A8 - Stamped on both faces "MUESTRA SIN VALOR" (sample with no value) in black (not 

perfored).

bbcv50bs-ed01s 1992-12-08 8 - No Specimen stamp

Specimen or proof banknotes
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bbcv50bs-ed01s2 1992-12-08 8 - Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red (not 

perfored).

bbcv50bs-ed02p 1995-06-05 - Print proof

bbcv50bs-ed02s 1995-06-05 8 - Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red (not 

perfored).

bbcv50bs-ed02s2 1995-06-05 P8 - No Specimen stamp

bbcv50bs-ed03s 1998-02-05 8 - Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red (not 

perfored).

bbcv50bs-ed03s2 1998-02-05 U8 - No Specimen stamp

bbcv50bs-ee01s 1998-10-13 8 - Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red (not 

perfored).
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bbcv100bs-da01s 1972-11-21 A7 - Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red 

(perfored).

bbcv100bs-da01s2 1972-11-21 C7 - No Specimen stamp

bbcv100bs-ca10s 1973-02-06 7 - Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red 

(perfored).

bbcv100bs-ca10s2 1973-02-06 7 - "SPECIMEN OF NO VALUE" pinch holes

bbcv100bs-ca10s3 1973-02-06 7 085 - 098 Stamped on both faces "SPECIMEN" with printer oval seal "SPECIMEN / NO VALUE" in 

red (perfored).

bbcv100bs-da02s 1974-03-05 H7 - No Specimen stamp

bbcv100bs-da02s2 1974-03-05 J7 - Sello en anverso y reverso "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" en azul, no perforado. Serial 

number in blue.

bbcv100bs-db01s 1976-01-27 J7 - No Specimen stamp (not perfored)

bbcv100bs-db01s2 1976-01-27 J7 - Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red (not 

perfored).

bbcv100bs-db02s 1976-11-23 Q7 - No Specimen stamp (not perfored)

bbcv100bs-db03s 1978-12-12 C8 - No Specimen stamp (not perfored)

bbcv100bs-db04s 1979-09-18 P8 - No Specimen stamp (not perfored)

bbcv100bs-db04s2 1979-09-18 P8 - Stamped "SPECIMEN" in red

bbcv100bs-ea01s 1980-01-29 8 - Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red (not 

perfored).

bbcv100bs-ea01s2 1980-01-29 A8 - No Specimen stamp

bbcv100bs-ea01s3 1980-01-29 A8 074 - 075 Stamped on both faces "SPECIMEN" with printer oval seal "SPECIMEN / NO VALUE" in 

red (perfored).

bbcv100bs-ea01s4 1980-01-29 8 - Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red 

(perfored).

bbcv100bs-db05s 1981-09-01 F8 - No Specimen stamp (not perfored)

bbcv100bs-db05s2 1981-09-01 P8 - Stamped on both faces "SPECIMEN" in red (not perfored).

bbcv100bs-dc01s 1987-02-03 R8 - No Specimen stamp

bbcv100bs-dc01s2 1987-02-03 U8 - No Specimen stamp (not perfored)

Specimen or proof banknotes
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bbcv100bs-dc01s3 1987-02-03 U8 - Stamped on both faces "MUESTRA SIN VALOR" (sample with no value) in red (not 

perfored).

bbcv100bs-dd01s 1989-03-16 K8 - No Specimen stamp (not perfored)

bbcv100bs-dd01s2 1989-03-16 K8 - Stamped "MUESTRA SIN VALOR" (sample with no value).

bbcv100bs-dd03s 1992-05-12 8 - Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red (not 

perfored).

bbcv100bs-dd03s2 1992-05-12 8 - No Specimen stamp

bbcv100bs-dd04s 1992-12-08 8 - Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red (not 

perfored).

bbcv100bs-dd04s2 1992-12-08 8 - No Specimen stamp

bbcv100bs-dd04s3 1992-12-08 K8 - No Specimen stamp

bbcv100bs-dd05s 1998-02-05 G8 0627 - 0996 Stamped on the obverse "ESPECIMEN" in red (not perfored). Numbered Specimen

bbcv100bs-dd06s 1998-10-13 G8 0797 - 1970 Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red (not 

perfored). Numbered Specimen
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bbcv500bs-ea01s 1981-09-25 A8 - No Specimen stamp

bbcv500bs-ea01s2 1981-09-25 A8 - Stamped on the obverse "MUESTRA SIN VALOR" (sample with no value) in red (not 

perfored).

bbcv500bs-ea01s3 1981-09-25 W8 - No Specimen stamp (not perfored). Top serial in black

bbcv500bs-ea01s4 1981-09-25 W8 - No Specimen stamp (not perfored). Top serial in red

bbcv500bs-ea02s 1987-02-03 B8 - No Specimen stamp (not perfored)

bbcv500bs-ea02s2 1987-02-03 B8 - Stamped "MUESTRA SIN VALOR" (sample with no value).

bbcv500bs-ea03s 1989-03-16 C8 - No Specimen stamp (not perfored)

bbcv500bs-ea03s2 1989-03-16 E8 - Stamped on the obverse "MUESTRA SIN VALOR" (sample with no value) in red (not 

perfored).

bbcv500bs-ea03s3 1989-03-16 E8 - No Specimen stamp (not perfored)

bbcv500bs-ea04s 1990-05-31 - No Specimen stamp (not perfored)

bbcv500bs-eb01s 1995-06-05 Q8 - Stamped on the obverse "SPECIMEN" in black (not perfored).

bbcv500bs-ec01p 1998-02-05 Q8 - Proof

bbcv500bs-ec01s 1998-02-05 8 - Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) twice in 

red (not perfored).

bbcv500bs-ec01s2 1998-02-05 8 - No Specimen stamp

bbcv500bs-ec01s3 1998-02-05 R8 - No Specimen stamp

Specimen or proof banknotes
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bbcv1000bs-aa01p 1991-08-08 - Proof. Incomplete printing on the reverse. Missing Calcographic (intanglio) printing

bbcv1000bs-aa01p2 1991-08-08 - Proof. Incomplete printing on the obverse Missing Calcographic (intanglio) printing

bbcv1000bs-aa01s 1991-08-08 A8 00034 - 05696 Stamped on both faces "SPECIMEN" in red (not perfored). Numbered Specimen

bbcv1000bs-aa01s2 1991-08-08 A8 - No Specimen stamp

bbcv1000bs-ab01s 1992-07-30 A8 000126 - 000585 Stamped on both faces "SPECIMEN" in red (not perfored). Numbered Specimen

bbcv1000bs-ab02p 1992-12-08 A9 - Obverse print proof

bbcv1000bs-ab02p2 1992-12-08 A9 - Color substitution print proof

bbcv1000bs-ab02s 1992-12-08 A8 000029 - 001050 Stamped on both faces "SPECIMEN" in red (not perfored). Numbered Specimen

bbcv1000bs-ab03s 1994-03-17 A8 000612 - ??? Stamped on both faces "MUESTRA" (sample) in red (not perfored). Numbered 

Specimen

bbcv1000bs-ac01s 1995-06-05 E9 0016 - 0667 Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red (not 

perfored). Numbered Specimen

bbcv1000bs-ac02s 1998-02-05 8 - Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red (not 

perfored).

bbcv1000bs-ac02s2 1998-02-05 8 - No Specimen stamp

bbcv1000bs-ac02s3 1998-02-05 8 005 - ??? Stamped on both faces "SPECIMEN" with printer oval seal "SPECIMEN / NO VALUE" in 

red (perfored). Numbered Specimen

bbcv1000bs-ac03s 1998-08-06 8 - Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red (not 

perfored).

bbcv1000bs-ac03s2 1998-08-06 8 - No Specimen stamp

bbcv1000bs-ba01s 1998-09-10 A8 - No Specimen stamp (not perfored)

bbcv1000bs-ba01s2 1998-09-10 A8 0010 - 0954 Stamped on the obverse "MUESTRA SIN VALOR" (sample with no value) in red (not 

perfored). Numbered Specimen

Specimen or proof banknotes
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bbcv2000bs-aa01s 1994-05-12 A8 00003 - 00657 Stamped on the obverse "MUESTRA" (sample) in red (not perfored). Numbered 

Specimen

bbcv2000bs-aa01s2 1994-05-12 A8 - No Specimen stamp

bbcv2000bs-ab01s 1997-06-16 8 - Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red (not 

perfored).

bbcv2000bs-ab01s2 1997-06-16 B8 010 - ??? Stamped on both faces "SPECIMEN" with printer oval seal "SPECIMEN / NO VALUE" in 

red (perfored). Numbered Specimen

bbcv2000bs-ab02s 1998-02-10 C8 001007 - 003481 Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red (not 

perfored). Numbered Specimen

bbcv2000bs-ab03s 1998-08-06 - No Specimen stamp

bbcv2000bs-ab03s2 1998-08-06 D8 00004 - 00909 Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red (not 

perfored). Numbered Specimen

bbcv2000bs-ba01s 1998-10-29 A8 0010 - 0954 Stamped on the obverse "MUESTRA SIN VALOR" (sample with no value) in red (not 

perfored). Numbered Specimen

bbcv2000bs-ba01s2 1998-10-29 A8 - No Specimen stamp (not perfored)

Specimen or proof banknotes
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bbcv5000bs-aa01p 1994-05-12 - Stamped on the obverse "SPECIMEN" in red (not perfored). Incomplete printing on 

the reverse. Missing Calcographic (intanglio) printing

bbcv5000bs-aa01p2 1994-05-12 A8 - Stamped on the obverse "SPECIMEN" in red (not perfored). Incomplete printing on 

the reverse. Missing Calcographic (intanglio) printing

bbcv5000bs-aa01s 1994-05-12 A8 00006 - 00596 Stamped on the obverse "MUESTRA" (sample) in red (not perfored). Numbered 

Specimen

bbcv5000bs-aa01s2 1994-05-12 - No Specimen stamp (not perfored)

bbcv5000bs-aa01s3 1994-05-12 A8 - Stamped on the obverse "MUESTRA" (sample) in red (not perfored). Specimen not 

numbered

bbcv5000bs-aa02p 1996-03-14 - Stamped on both faces "SPECIMEN" in red (not perfored). Incomplete fluorescence

bbcv5000bs-aa02s 1996-03-14 8 - Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red (not 

perfored).

bbcv5000bs-aa02s2 1996-03-14 8 007 - ??? Stamped on both faces "SPECIMEN" with printer oval seal "SPECIMEN / NO VALUE" in 

red (perfored). Numbered Specimen

bbcv5000bs-aa02s3 1996-03-14 8 - No Specimen stamp

bbcv5000bs-ab01s 1997-06-16 B8 - Stamped on both faces "MUESTRA SIN VALOR" (sample with no value) in red (not 

perfored).

bbcv5000bs-ab01s2 1997-06-16 A8 - No Specimen stamp

bbcv5000bs-ab01s3 1997-06-16 B8 - Stamped "SPECIMEN" with humid ink

bbcv5000bs-ab02s 1998-02-10 D8 - Stamped on both faces "MUESTRA SIN VALOR" (sample with no value) in red (not 

perfored).

bbcv5000bs-ab02s2 1998-02-10 D8 - No Specimen stamp

bbcv5000bs-ab03s 1998-08-06 D8 - Stamped on both faces "MUESTRA SIN VALOR" (sample with no value) in red (not 

perfored).

bbcv5000bs-ba01s 2000-05-25 A8 - No Specimen stamp (not perfored)

bbcv5000bs-ba01s2 2000-05-25 A8 0015 - 1975 Stamped on the obverse "MUESTRA SIN VALOR" (sample with no value) in red (not 

perfored). Numbered Specimen

bbcv5000bs-ba02s 2002-08-13 A8 0039 - 1000 Stamped on the obverse "MUESTRA SIN VALOR" (sample with no value) in red (not 

perfored). Numbered Specimen

Specimen or proof banknotes
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 Numismatic Catalog of Venezuela

Banknotes of 5000 Bolívares. Banco Central de Venezuela

Piece code Date Serie Known Specimen 

Interval

Notes Grade

bbcv5000bs-ba03s 2004-05-25 B8 0010 - 0916 Stamped on the obverse "MUESTRA SIN VALOR" (sample with no value) in red (not 

perfored). Numbered Specimen
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Banknotes of 10000 Bolívares. Banco Central de Venezuela

Piece code Date Serie Known Specimen 

Interval

Notes Grade

bbcv10000bs-aa01p 1998-02-10 A8 - Incomplete obverse only print proof

bbcv10000bs-aa01s 1998-02-10 A8 0017 - 0969 Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red (not 

perfored). Numbered Specimen

bbcv10000bs-ba01s 2000-05-25 A8 - No Specimen stamp (not perfored)

bbcv10000bs-ba01s2 2000-05-25 A8 0011 - 0940 Stamped on the obverse "MUESTRA SIN VALOR" (sample with no value) in red (not 

perfored). Numbered Specimen

bbcv10000bs-ba01s3 2000-05-25 A8 - Stamped on the obverse "MUESTRA SIN VALOR" (sample with no value) in red (not 

perfored). Unnumbered specimen

bbcv10000bs-ba02s 2001-08-16 B8 0001 - 0991 Stamped on the obverse "MUESTRA SIN VALOR" (sample with no value) in red (not 

perfored). Numbered Specimen

bbcv10000bs-ba03s 2002-08-13 C8 0052 - 1000 Stamped on the obverse "MUESTRA SIN VALOR" (sample with no value) in red (not 

perfored). Numbered Specimen

bbcv10000bs-ba04s 2004-05-25 D8 0010 - 1999 Stamped on the obverse "MUESTRA SIN VALOR" (sample with no value) in red (not 

perfored). Numbered Specimen

Specimen or proof banknotes
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Banknotes of 20000 Bolívares. Banco Central de Venezuela

Piece code Date Serie Known Specimen 

Interval

Notes Grade

bbcv20000bs-aa01s 1998-08-24 A8 0325 - ??? Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red 

(perfored). Numbered Specimen

bbcv20000bs-aa01s2 1998-08-24 A8 0010 - 0995 Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red (not 

perfored). Numbered Specimen

bbcv20000bs-aa01s3 1998-08-24 A8 - No Specimen stamp

bbcv20000bs-ba01s 2001-08-16 A8 - No Specimen stamp (not perfored)

bbcv20000bs-ba01s2 2001-08-16 A8 0015 - 1496 Stamped on the obverse "MUESTRA SIN VALOR" (sample with no value) in red (not 

perfored). Numbered Specimen

bbcv20000bs-ba02s 2002-08-13 C8 - Stamped on the obverse "MUESTRA SIN VALOR" (sample with no value) in red (not 

perfored).

bbcv20000bs-ba02s2 2002-08-13 B8 0031 - 1000 Stamped on the obverse "MUESTRA SIN VALOR" (sample with no value) in red (not 

perfored). Numbered Specimen

bbcv20000bs-ba03s 2004-05-25 C8 0010 - 0969 Stamped on the obverse "MUESTRA SIN VALOR" (sample with no value) in red (not 

perfored). Numbered Specimen

Specimen or proof banknotes
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Banknotes of 50000 Bolívares. Banco Central de Venezuela

Piece code Date Serie Known Specimen 

Interval

Notes Grade

bbcv50000bs-aa01p 1998-08-24 - Print proof

bbcv50000bs-aa01s 1998-08-24 8 - Stamped on both faces "ESPECIMEN SIN VALOR" (specimen with no value) in red (not 

perfored).

bbcv50000bs-aa01s2 1998-08-24 8 006 - ??? Stamped on both faces "SPECIMEN" with printer oval seal "SPECIMEN / NO VALUE" in 

red (perfored). Numbered Specimen

bbcv50000bs-ab01s 2005-09-29 A8 - No Specimen stamp

bbcv50000bs-ab01s2 2005-09-29 A8 0002 - 0957 Stamped on the obverse "MUESTRA SIN VALOR" (sample with no value) in red (not 

perfored). Numbered Specimen

Specimen or proof banknotes
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